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Dedicated to the memory of Kentaro Nagao
Abstract
We show how some of the refined tropical counts of Block and Go¨ttsche emerge from
the wall-crossing formalism. This leads naturally to a definition of a class of putative q-
deformed Gromov-Witten invariants. We prove that this coincides with another natural
q-deformation, provided by a result of Reineke and Weist in the context of quiver
representations, when the latter is well defined.
1. Introduction
Recently Block and Go¨ttsche [BG14] (see also the earlier accounts in [SG14] section 6 and [IM13]
section 1) introduced a refined tropical count for plane tropical curves, where the usual Mikhalkin
multiplicity is replaced by a function taking values in Laurent polynomials in one variable.
The original motivation for Block and Go¨ttsche’s proposal is connected with a generalization of
Go¨ttsche’s conjecture and a refinement of Severi degrees (see [Go¨t98] for the original conjecture,
and [SG14] for a discussion of its proof(s) and conjectural refinements). The tropical invariance of
such counts was proved by Itenberg and Mikhalkin [IM13]. This invariance is perhaps surprising
from a purely tropical point of view.
The first purpose of this paper is to point out a different perspective from which the definition
of the Block-Go¨ttsche multiplicity and the invariance of some of the associated refined tropical
counts look completely natural. This point of view is provided by the wall-crossing formula for
refined Donaldson-Thomas invariants.
In section 2 we recall a method due to Gross, Pandharipande and Siebert [GPS10] (based
on the tropical vertex group V) that allows to express the wall-crossing of numerical Donaldson-
Thomas invariants1 in terms of invariants enumerating rational tropical curves; the fundamental
example is given by formulae (2.2) and (2.4) below. At the end of section 2 we motivate the
need to go from numerical to refined wall-crossing formulae: this is natural from the Donaldson-
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1This method is very general and also works for factorizations in V which do not correspond to some wall-crossing.
We also point out for experts that we are referring here to a wall-crossing of the first kind in the sense of [KS08]
section 2.3 (in the language of mathematical physics, this corresponds to crossing the wall of marginal stability).
Although we will not discuss this in the present paper, the group V and its q-deformation introduced in section
3 below also play an important role in wall-crossing of the second kind ([KS08] section 2.4), corresponding to a
change of t-structure in a triangulated category, e.g. by tilting. See [Nag11] for a precise result in the context of
quiver mutations.
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Thomas point of view (the main reference being the work of Kontsevich and Soibelman [KS08]).
The details of the q-deformation are given in section 3. In section 4 we show that the definition
of the Block-Go¨ttsche multiplicity, and the invariance of the related counts for rational tropical
curves, are essentially equivalent to an extension of the methods of [GPS10] sections 1 and 2 to
the refined wall-crossing formulae. This is summarized in Corollary 4.9. In section 5 (Proposition
5.1) we finally give the refinement of the basic GPS formula (2.4). For the sake of completeness
in the Appendix we sketch the proof of the invariance of q-deformed tropical counts for rational
curves.
The other main theme of this paper is that the approach above leads naturally to a q-
deformation of a class of Gromov-Witten invariants. Indeed [GPS10] shows that computing
commutators in V is equivalent to the calculation of a class of genus zero Gromov-Witten invari-
ants N [(P1,P2)] of (blowups of) weighted projective planes, parametrized by a pair of partitions
(P1,P2) (see (2.3) and (2.6) below). By adapting this argument to the q-deformed case we
find a natural q-deformation of N [(P1,P2)] in terms of Block-Go¨ttsche counts, namely Defi-
nition 5.2. On the other hand when the vector (|P1|, |P2|) is primitive N [(P1,P2)] is a BPS
invariant in the sense of [GPS10] section 6.3. In this special case a result of Reineke and Weist
[RW13] shows that N [(P1,P2)] equals the Euler characteristic of a moduli space of quiver rep-
resentations M(P1,P2). A different choice of q-deformation is then the symmetrized Poincare´
polynomial q−
1
2
dimM(P1,P2)P (M(P1,P2))(q). Our main result in this connection is Theorem 5.3
which shows that the two choices coincide. A key ingredient is the Manschot-Pioline-Sen formula
[MPS11]; indeed it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that the MPS formula in this context
can be interpreted precisely as the equality of the two “quantizations”. We conclude section 5
with some further remarks on the q-deformed Gromov-Witten invariants, touching on explicit
formulae, integrality, and the connection with refined Severi degrees and motivic Donaldson-
Thomas invariants.
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2. Tropical vertex
The tropical vertex group V is a subgroup of the group of formal 1-parameter families of auto-
morphisms of the complex algebraic torus C∗×C∗, V ⊂ AutC[[t]]C[x, x−1, y, y−1][[t]]. Fix integers
a, b and a function f(a,b) ∈ C[x, x−1, y, y−1][[t]] of the form
f(a,b) = 1 + t x
ayb g(xayb, t) (2.1)
for a formal power series g ∈ C[z][[t]]. To this we attach an element θ(a,b),f(a,b) ∈ V defined by
θ(a,b),f(a,b)(x) = x f
−b
(a,b), θ(a,b),f(a,b)(y) = y f
a
(a,b).
Then we can define V as the completion with respect to (t) ⊂ C[[t]] of the subgroup of
AutC[[t]]C[x, x−1, y, y−1][[t]] generated by all the transformations θ(a,b),f(a,b) (as (a, b) and f(a,b)
vary). Elements of V are “formal symplectomorphisms”, i.e. they preserve the holomorphic sym-
2
plectic form dxx ∧ dyy . The basic question about V is to compute a general commutator,
[θ(a1,b1),f1 , θ(a2,b2),f2 ] = θ
−1
(a2,b2),f2
θ(a1,b1),f1θ(a2,b2),f2θ
−1
(a1,b1),f1
.
Despite its elementary flavour, it turns out that this problem plays a crucial role in a num-
ber of contexts in algebraic geometry, most importantly for us in wall-crossing formulae for
counting invariants in abelian and triangulated categories (see [KS08]). Suppose for definite-
ness that a1, b1, a2, b2 are all nonnegative, and that (a1, b1) follows (a2, b2) in clockwise or-
der. Then there exists a unique, possibly infinite (but countable) collection of primitive vec-
tors (a, b) with positive entries, and attached functions f(a,b) (of the form (2.1)) such that
θ−1(a2,b2),f2θ(a1,b1),f1θ(a2,b2),f2θ
−1
(a1,b1),f1
=
∏→
(a,b) θ(a,b),f(a,b) . Here
∏→ denotes the operation of writ-
ing products of finite subcollections of group elements θ(a,b),f(a,b) from left to right so that the
slopes of (a, b) in R2 are decreasing (i.e. in clockwise order), and then taking the direct limit over
all finite collections. Gross, Pandharipande and Siebert have shown that the problem of comput-
ing the functions f(a,b) carries a surprisingly rich intrinsic geometry, which involves the virtual
counts of rational curves in weighted projective planes with prescribed singularities and tangen-
cies. To formulate the simplest result of this type, we fix two integers `1, `2 and consider the
transformations θ(1,0),(1+tx)`1 , θ(0,1),(1+ty)`2 . Let us define functions f(a,b) as above (in particular,
for (a, b) primitive) by
[θ(1,0),(1+tx)`1 , θ(0,1),(1+ty)`2 ] =
→∏
(a,b)
θ(a,b),f(a,b) . (2.2)
Since f(a,b) has the form (2.1) we may take its logarithm as a formal power series, which must
then be of the form log f(a,b) =
∑
k>0 c
(a,b)
k (tx)
ak(ty)bk. Let us write P for an ordered partition
and |P| for its size (the sum of all its parts). Theorem 0.1 of [GPS10] gives a formula for the
coefficients c
(a,b)
k in terms of certain Gromov-Witten invariants N(a,b)[(Pa,Pb)] ∈ Q,
c
(a,b)
k = k
∑
|Pa|=ka
∑
|Pb|=kb
N(a,b)[(Pa,Pb)], (2.3)
where the length of Pa (respectively Pb) is `1 (respectively `2). Here N(a,b)[(Pa,Pb)] is the virtual
count of rational curves contained in the weighted projective plane P(a, b, 1), which must have
prescribed singular points along the two toric divisors D1, D2 dual to the rays spanned by (−1, 0)
and (0,−1) respectively, lying away from the torus fixed points, and with multiplicities specified
by the ordered partitions Pa,Pb. To make this rigorous one blows up a number of fixed points
on D1, D2 and imposes a suitable degree condition. Moreover one has to make sense of Gromov-
Witten theory away from the torus fixed points. See [GPS10] Section 0.4 for a precise definition.
Additionally the curves must be tangent to order k (at an unspecified point) to the divisor Dout
dual to the ray spanned by (a, b).
The equality (2.3) actually arises from the enumeration of certain plane tropical curves.
Consider a weight vector w = (w1,w2), where each wi is a collection of integers wij (for 1 6
i 6 2 and 1 6 j 6 li) such that 1 6 wi1 6 wi2 6 · · · 6 wili . For 1 6 j 6 l1 choose a
general collection of parallel lines d1j in the direction (1, 0), respectively d2j in the direction
(0, 1) for 1 6 j 6 l2. We attach the weight wij to the line dij , and think of the lines dij as
“incoming” unbounded edges for connected, rational tropical curves Υ ⊂ R2. We prescribe that
such curves Υ have a single additional “outgoing” unbounded edge in the direction (|w1|, |w2|).
Let us denote by S(w) the finite set of such tropical curves Υ (for a general, fixed choice of
ends dij). Let (|w1|, |w2|) = (ka, kb) for some positive integer k and primitive (a, b). We denote
3
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by N trop(a,b)(w) = #
µS(w) the tropical count of curves Υ as above, i.e. the number of elements of
S(w) counted with the usual multiplicity µ of tropical geometry (see [M05]). It is known that
#µS(w) does not depend on the general choice of unbounded edges dij (see [M05], [GM07]). An
application of [GPS10] Theorem 2.8 gives
c
(a,b)
k = k
∑
|Pa|=ka
∑
|Pb|=kb
∑
w
2∏
i=1
RPi|wi
|Aut(wi)|N
trop
(a,b)(w), (2.4)
where the inner sum is over weight vectors w such that |wi| = Pi and RPi|wi , |Aut(wi)| are cer-
tain combinatorial coefficients. The connection to Gromov-Witten theory is established through
the identity
N(a,b)[(Pa,Pb)] =
∑
w
2∏
i=1
RPi|wi
|Aut(wi)|N
trop
(a,b)(w), (2.5)
which follows from [GPS10] Theorems 3.4, 4.4 and Proposition 5.3. In fact, the invariants
N(a,b)[(Pa,Pb)] are completely determined by factorizations in an extended tropical vertex group.
Introducing auxiliary variables s1, . . . , s`1 , t1, . . . , t`2 one considers the problem of computing the
commutator [
∏`1
i=1 θ(1,0),1+six,
∏`2
j=1 θ(0,1),1+tjy], with the obvious extension of the notation intro-
duced above. Then as shown in Theorem 5.4 of [GPS10] one can refine (2.3) to show that the
the corresponding weight functions satisfy
log f(a,b) = k
∑
|Pa|=ka
∑
|Pb|=kb
N(a,b)[(Pa,Pb)]s
PatPbxkaykb. (2.6)
Now we make the basic observation that operators such as θ1 = θ(1,0),(1+tx)`1 and θ2 = θ(0,1),(1+ty)`2
admit natural q-deformations or “quantizations”, acting on the C[[t]]-algebra generated by quan-
tum variables xˆyˆ = qyˆxˆ. This is motivated by their special role in Donaldson-Thomas theory,
where they represent the action of a stable spherical object ([KS08] section 6.4). Roughly speak-
ing then q-deforming corresponds to passing from Euler characteristics of moduli spaces to their
Poincare´ polynomials. More generally in mathematical physics these operators reflect the spetrum
of BPS states of theories belonging to a suitable class, and their q-deformation is connected with
refined indices counting such states (see e.g. [Pio12] for an introduction to this circle of ideas). In
the present simple example θˆ1(xˆ) = xˆ, θˆ1(yˆ) = yˆ(1 + q
1
2 txˆ)`1 , θˆ2(xˆ) = xˆ(1 + q
1
2 tyˆ)−`2 , θˆ2(yˆ) = yˆ.
It is then natural to guess the existence of a q-deformation of the factorization (2.2) for [θˆ1, θˆ2],
as well as of a q-analogue of (2.4). From the form of (2.4) one may envisage the existence of q-
deformed tropical counts N̂ trop(a,b)(w), which should be defined as #
µqS(w) for some q-deformation
of the usual tropical multiplicity. We will see in section 4 that this is precisely what happens: µq
turns out to be the Block-Go¨ttsche multiplicity. Another advantage of this point of view is that
(2.5) immediately suggests the form of some putative q-deformed Gromov-Witten invariants. We
will discuss this in section 5.
3. q-deformation
We will need a more general incarnation of the group V. Let R be a commutative C-algebra which
is either complete local or Artinian. Let Γ be a fixed lattice with an antisymmetric, bilinear form
〈−,−〉. Consider the infinite dimensional complex Lie algebra g generated by eα, α ∈ Γ, with
bracket
[eα, eβ] = 〈α, β〉eα+β. (3.1)
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We also endow g with the associative, commutative product determined by
eαeβ = eα+β. (3.2)
With the product (3.2) and the bracket (3.1) g becomes a Poisson algebra: the linear map [x,−]
satisfies the Leibniz rule (this is a straighforward check on the generators). We write ĝ for the
completed tensor product of g with R, ĝ = g ⊗̂CR = lim→ g ⊗C R/mkR, and extend the Poisson
structure to ĝ by R-linearity. We denote by mR[eα] the closure of the subalgebra generated by
mR and eα, and we write mR[eα]eα for the subset of elements of the form ξeα with ξ ∈ mR[eα].
Let fα ∈ ĝ be an element of the form
fα ∈ 1 +mR[eα]eα, (3.3)
Let us introduce a class of Poisson automorphisms θα,fα of the R-algebra ĝ by prescribing
θα,fα(eβ) = eβf
〈α,β〉
α . (3.4)
Notice that the inverse automorphism θ−1α,fα is given by θα,f−1α . More generally for Ω ∈ Q we
denote by θΩα,fα the automorphism θα,fΩα .
Definition 3.1. The tropical vertex group VΓ,R is the completion with respect to mR ⊂ R of
the subgroup of AutR(ĝ) generated by all the transformations θα,fα (as α varies in Γ and fα
among functions of the form (3.3)).
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that Γ is the lattice Z2 endowed with its standard antisymmetric form
〈(p, q), (p′, q′)〉 = pq′ − qp′. Then VΓ,C[[t]] ∼= V.
Proof. We can identify C[x, x−1, y, y−1] with g by the isomorphism ι defined by ι(x) = e(1,0),
ι(y) = e(0,1). Following the general notation introduced in (3.3), we let mC[[t]][x
ayb] denote the
set of formal power series in t, divisible by t, whose coefficients are polynomials in xayb. Similarly
xaybmC[[t]][x
ayb] denotes the subset of mC[[t]][x
ayb] given by formal power series whose coefficients
are divisible by xayb. Taking ⊗̂C[[t]] on both sides, f(a,b) ∈ 1 + xaybmC[[t]][xayb] is mapped to
some fα ∈ 1 +mC[[t]][eα]eα where α = (a, b), and by (3.4) we have ι−1 ◦ θα,fα ◦ ι = θ(a,b),fa,b . This
proves the claim since θ(a,b),f(a,b) , θα,fα are topological generators.
Elements of VΓ,R of the form θα,1+σeα with σ ∈ mR play a special role, as they have a natural
interpretation in Donaldson-Thomas theory and in the mathematical physics of BPS states.
For example, in the latter context, it has been argued in [GMN10] that the quantum-corrected
Lagrangian of a class of supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions can be determined
exactly (in the low-energy limit) as a function of the spectrum of BPS particles through a suitable
Riemann-Hilbert factorization problem, whose jump factors are products of the group elements
θα,1+σeα (one for each BPS particle of charge α, appearing as many times as its multiplicity
or “index”). In particular as we will see the group elements θα,1+σeα have a well-defined q-
deformation (which is also predicted by the physics of BPS states, in terms of “refined indices”
for BPS particles; see e.g. [DG10] for more on this perspective). Accordingly we can give a
definition of the subgroup of VΓ,R which is relevant to the wall-crossing of Donaldson-Thomas
invariants.
Definition 3.3. The wall-crossing group V˜Γ,R ⊂ VΓ,R is the completion of the subgroup gener-
ated by automorphisms of the form θΩα,1+σeα for α ∈ Γ, σ ∈ mR and Ω ∈ Q.
An argument in [GPS10] Section 1 implies that we do not lose too much by restricting to groups
of the form V˜Γ,S , provided we work over a suitably large ring S. The argument bears on the case
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when R = C[[t1, . . . , tn]] and fα is of the form fα = 1 + tieαg(eα, ti) for some i = 1, . . . , n and
g ∈ C[z][[ti]]. First we work modulo mk+1R for some k: this will be the order of approximation.
Then over Rk = R/(t
k+1
1 , . . . , t
k+1
n ) we have
log fα =
k∑
j=1
∑
w>1
waijwewαt
k
i (3.5)
for some coefficients aijw which vanish for all but finitely many w. We introduce variables uij
for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , k, and pass to the base ring R˜k = C[uij ]/(u2ij). There is an inclusion
i : Rk ↪→ R˜k given by ti 7→
∑k
j=1 uij . In particular we have an inclusion of groups VΓ,Rk ↪→ VΓ,R˜k .
We will often be sloppy and identify an element of Rk with its image under i. As u
2
ij = 0, the
image of (3.5) under i is
log fα =
k∑
j=1
∑
#J=j
∑
w>1
j!waijw
∏
l∈J
uilewα,
summing over J ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Exponentiating both sides and using again u2ij = 0 we find the
factorization
fα =
k∏
j=1
∏
#J=j
∏
w>1
(
1 + j!waijw
∏
l∈J
uilewα
)
.
So for fα as above we have found a factorization in VΓ,R˜k
θα,fα ≡
k∏
j=1
∏
#J=j
∏
w>1
θα,fjJw mod t
k+1
i , fjJw = 1 + j!waijw
∏
l∈J
uilewα. (3.6)
Notice that we have
θα,fjJw = θwα,1+j!aijw
∏
l∈J uilewα .
Following [KS08], we can take advantage of the Poisson structure on ĝ to give a different
expression for the special transformations θα,1+σemα , which leads easily to their q-deformation.
Fix σ ∈ mR, and define the dilogarithm Li2(σeα) by
Li2(σeα) =
∑
k>1
σkekα
k2
.
This is well defined by our assumptions on R. Then ad(Li2(σeα)) = [Li2(σeα),−] is a derivation
of ĝ, and again by our assumptions on R its exponential is a well defined Poisson automorphism
of ĝ, acting by
exp(ad(Li2(σeα)))(eβ) =
∑
h>0
1
h!
adh(Li2(σeα))(eβ).
Lemma 3.4. The automorphism θα,1+σemα equals exp(
1
m ad(Li2(−σemα))).
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Proof. We have
[
1
m
Li2(−σemα), eβ] = 1
m
∑
k>1
(−1)k σ
k
k2
[ekmα, eβ] =
1
m
∑
k>1
(−1)k σ
k
k2
〈kmα, β〉ekmα+β
=
∑
k>1
(−1)k σ
k
k
〈α, β〉eβekmα = eβ〈α, β〉
∑
k>1
(−1)k σ
kekmα
k
= eβ〈α, β〉 log(1 + σemα).
Using the Leibniz rule and induction, we find
adh(
1
m
Li2(−σemα))(eβ) = eβ(〈α, β〉 log(1 + σemα))h,
and the result follows.
We now replace g with an associative, noncommutative algebra gq over the ring
C[q±
1
2 , ((qn − 1)−1)n>1],
generated by symbols eˆα, α ∈ Γ. The classical product (3.2) is quantized to
eˆαeˆβ = q
1
2
〈α,β〉eˆα+β. (3.7)
As standard in the quantization the Lie bracket is the natural one given by the commutator. In
other words we are now thinking of the eˆα as operators (as opposed to the classical bracket (3.1),
which corresponds to a Poisson bracket of the eα seen as functions). Namely, we set
[eˆα, eˆβ] := (q
1
2
〈α,β〉 − q− 12 〈α,β〉)eˆα+β. (3.8)
Since this is the commutator bracket of an associative algebra, gq is automatically Poisson.
Suppose that an element ξ ∈ g lies in the C-subalgebra generated by q± 12 and eˆα, α ∈ Γ.
Then we say that ξ admits a quasi-classical limit2, which is obtained when we specialize q
1
2 to 1.
As an example, notice that after rescaling the Lie bracket (3.8) admits the quasi-classical limit
(3.1):
lim
q
1
2→1
1
q − 1[eˆα, eˆβ] = 〈α, β〉eˆα+β.
Fixing a local complete or Artinian C-algebra R with maximal ideal mR as usual, we define
ĝq = gq ⊗̂CR. The fundamental case is gq[[t]] where t is a central variable. Again, if ξ ∈ ĝq lies
in the closure of the R-subalgebra generated by q±
1
2 and eˆα, α ∈ Γ (e.g. when R = C[[t]], ξ is a
formal power series in t whose coefficients are Laurent polynomials in q
1
2 and the eˆα), it admits
a quasi-classical limit given by specializing q
1
2 to 1.
By Lemma 3.4 the action of θα,1+σeα on ĝ equals the adjoint action of exp(ad(Li2(−σeα))).
So we need to find an element of ĝq which plays the role of the (exponential of the) dilogarithm.
This is the q-dilogarithm,
E(σeˆα) =
∑
n>0
(−q 12σeˆα)n
(1− q)(1− q2) · · · (1− qn)
2This is the opposite of the quasi-classical limit considered in [KS08]. It gives the wrong sign for BPS states counts,
but it is the natural choice for the purposes of this paper.
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(where σ ∈ mR). This only involves commuting variables, and is well defined by our assumptions
on R. The q-dilogarithm is in fact a q-deformation of exp(ad(Li2(σeα))), as shown by the standard
rewriting
E(σeˆα) = exp
−∑
k>1
σkeˆkα
k((−q 12 )k − (−q 12 )−k)
 .
The q-dilogarithm also admits a well known infinite product expansion,
E(σeˆα) =
∏
k>0
(
1 + qk+
1
2σeˆα
)−1
. (3.9)
For Ω ∈ Q we introduce automorphisms θˆΩ[σeˆα] of ĝq acting by
θˆΩ[σeˆα](eˆβ) = Ad E
Ω(σeˆα)(eˆβ) = E
Ω(σeˆα)eˆβE
−Ω(σeˆα).
We regard θˆ[σeˆα] as the required quantization of θα,1+σeα . Notice the change of notation from
the classical case. This is more practical especially since we will also need to consider the shifted
operators θˆ[σ(−q 12 )neˆα] = Ad E(σ(−q 12 )neˆα) for n ∈ Z. We can now prove the analogue of
Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. The adjoint action is given by
θˆΩ[σ(−q 12 )neˆα](eˆβ) = eˆβ
〈α,β〉−1∏
k=0
(
1 + (−1)nqk+n+12 σeˆα
)Ω −1∏
k=〈α,β〉
(
1 + (−1)nqk+n+12 σeˆα
)−Ω
.
(3.10)
It is straightforward to check that (3.10) admits the expected quasi-classical limit (3.4) as q
1
2 → 1.
Proof. Suppose to start with that n = 0 and set κ = 〈α, β〉. Then eˆαeˆβ = qκeˆβ eˆα, and so if f(eˆα)
is a formal power series with coefficients in C[q±
1
2 , ((qn − 1)−1)n>1], we have
f(eˆα)eˆβ =
∑
i>0
aieˆiαeˆβ = eˆβ
∑
i>0
aiq
iκeˆiα = eˆβf(q
κeˆα).
Apply this to f(eˆα) = E
Ω(σeˆα) to get
θˆΩ[σeˆα](eβ) = E
Ω(σeˆα)eˆβE
−Ω(σeˆα) = eˆβEΩ(qκσeˆα)E−Ω(σeˆα).
Suppose for a moment that κ > 0 and use the product expansion (3.9) to get
EΩ(qκσeˆα) =
∏
i>0
(
1 + qi+
1
2 qκσeˆα
)−Ω
=
∏
i>κ
(
1 + qi+
1
2σeˆα
)−Ω
=
κ−1∏
i=0
(
1 + qi+
1
2 eˆα
)Ω
EΩ(σeˆα),
and (3.10) follows. For n 6= 0 we use similarly
E(qκ(−q 12 )neˆα) =
∏
i>0
(
1 + (−1)nqi+n+12 qκeˆα
)−Ω
=
∏
i>κ
(
1 + (−1)nqi+n+12 eˆα
)−Ω
=
κ−1∏
i=0
(
1 + (−1)nqi+n+12 eˆα
)Ω
EΩ((−q 12 )neˆα).
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The result for κ < 0 also follows since θˆ[σeˆα] is an algebra automorphism.
We can now introduce the q-deformed analogue of the group V˜R.
Definition 3.6. UΓ,R is the completion of the subgroup of AutC(q± 12 )⊗CR
ĝq generated by auto-
morphisms of the form θˆΩ[(−q 12 )nσeˆα)] (where α ∈ Γ, σ ∈ mR, Ω ∈ Q, n ∈ Z), with respect to
the mR-adic topology.
From now on we assume that Γ is Z2 with its standard antisymmetric bilinear form (as in Lemma
3.2). The factorization (2.2) has an analogue in the q-deformed case. Suppose that α1 follows α2
in clockwise order.
Lemma 3.7. Fix positive integers `1, `2. Then there exist unique Ωn(kα) ∈ Q such that
[θˆ`1 [σ1eˆα1 ], θˆ
`2 [σ2eˆα2 ]] =
→∏
γ
∏
k>1
∏
n∈Z
θˆ(−1)
nΩn(kγ)[(−q 12 )nσkγ eˆkγ ], (3.11)
where
∏→ is a slope ordered product over primitive, positive vectors γ = γ1α1 + γ2α2, we set
σkγ = σkγ11 σ
kγ2
2 and, for each fixed k, Ωn(kγ) vanishes for all but finitely many n.
Proof. Use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula and induction on γ1 + γ2 (see e.g. [Pio12]
section 2.1).
Our main problem then becomes to find θˆγ =
∏
k>1
∏
n∈Z θˆ
(−1)nΩn(kγ)[(−q 12 )nσkγ eˆkγ ]. To com-
pare this with (2.4) write xˆ = eˆ1,0, yˆ = eˆ0,1 (so xˆyˆ = qyˆxˆ) and introduce a “Poincare´” Laurent
polynomial in q
1
2 , P (kγ)(q) =
∑
n∈Z(−1)nΩn(kγ)(−q
1
2 )n. Then the action of∏
k>1
∏
n∈Z
θˆ(−1)
nΩn(kγ)[(−q 12 )nσkγ eˆkγ ]
can be written as xˆ 7→ xˆf, yˆ 7→ yˆg, where f, g are commutative power series given by
log f =
∑
m>1
q−
m2
2
γ1γ2(σ1xˆ)
mγ1(σ2yˆ)
mγ2
−∑
k|m
−1∑
s=−kγ2
q
m
k
s
 cˆγm,
log g =
∑
m>1
q−
m2
2
γ1γ2(σ1xˆ)
mγ1(σ2yˆ)
mγ2
∑
k|m
kγ1−1∑
s=0
q
m
k
s
 cˆγm
for coefficients cˆγm =
∑
k|m
(−q 12 )mk
m
k
P (kγ)(q
m
k ) ∈ Q[q± 12 ].
4. Scattering diagrams
We adapt the results of [GPS10] sections 1 and 2 to the q-deformed setup. In this section we
take Γ to be Z2 with its standard antisymmetric bilinear form (as in Lemma 3.2).
Definition 4.1. A ray or line for UΓ,R is a pair (d, θˆd) where
• d ⊂ Γ⊗ R = R2 is a subset which is either of the form α′0 + R>0α0 (a ray), or α′0 + Rα0 (a
line), with α′0 ∈ R2, and α0 ∈ Γ positive;
• θˆd ∈ UΓ,R is a (possibly infinite) product of elements of the form θˆΩ[(−q 12 )nσeˆkα0 ].
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If d is a ray we write ∂d for its initial point, and set ∂d = ∅ if d is a line.
Definition 4.2. A scattering diagram for UΓ,R is a collection of rays and lines (d, θˆd) such that
for every k > 1 we have θˆd ≡ Id modmkR for all but finitely d.
The singular set of a scattering diagram D is Sing(D) =
⋃
d∈D ∂d ∪
⋃
dim d1∩d2=0 d1 ∩ d2. Let
pi : [0, 1]→ R2 be a smooth path. We say that pi is admissible if pi misses the singular set Sing(D)
and is transversal to every d ∈ D. We will define a notion of path ordered product θˆpi,D along pi.
Let k > 1. Then pi meets (transversely) only finitely many d with θˆd 6≡ Id modmkR. We denote this
ordered collection by d1, . . . , ds, and define a partial ordered product θˆ
(k)
pi,D = θˆ
ε1
d1
◦ · · · ◦ θˆεsds . Here
εi = 1 if {pi′, α0} is a positive basis of R2 (where α0 is the direction of di), and εi = −1 otherwise.
Notice that the only ambiguity in θˆ
(k)
pi,D happens when dim di ∩ di+1 = 1. But then θˆdi and θˆdi+1
commute, so in fact θˆ
(k)
pi,D is well defined. We then let θˆpi,D = lim→,k θˆ
(k)
pi,D, a well defined element of
UΓ,R. We say that a scattering diagram D is saturated if θˆpi,D = Id for all admissible, closed paths
pi. Two scattering diagrams D, D′ are equivalent if θˆpi,D = θˆpi,D′ whenever pi is admissible for
both. A simple induction argument (adapted e.g. from the proof of [GPS10] Theorem 1.4) shows
that a scattering diagram D admits a saturation: a saturated scattering diagram S(D) which is
obtained by adding to D a collection of rays. Moreover S(D) is unique up to equivalence.
Suppose that the αi are positive and that α1 follows α2 in clockwise order. Then computing
the operators θˆγ for [θˆ
`1 [σ1eˆα1 ], θˆ
`2 [σ2eˆα2 ]] is equivalent to determining S(D) for the scattering
diagram D = {(Rα1, θˆ`1 [σ1eˆα1 ]), (Rα2, θˆ`2 [σ2eˆα2 ])}. To see this choose pi to be a closed loop with
pi(0) = (−1,−1) and winding once around the origin in clockwise direction. In general computing
S(D) can be very hard. However there is a special case when saturation is straightforward.
For m ∈ Z we set [m]q = q
m
2 −q−m2
q
1
2−q− 12
, the usual q-number.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose mR contains elements σ1, σ2 with σ
2
i = 0, and let
D = {(Rα1, θˆ[σ1eˆα1 ]), (Rα2, θˆ[σ2eˆα2 ])}.
Suppose that the αi are positive and that α1 follows α2 in clockwise order. Then S(D) is obtained
by adding the single ray
(R(α1 + α2), θˆ[[〈α1, α2〉]qσ1σ2eˆα1+α2 ]).
Proof. Since σ2i = 0 we have
θˆ[σieˆαi ] = Ad E(σieˆαi) = Ad exp
(
σieˆαi
q
1
2 − q− 12
)
.
Applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we find
θˆ[σ1eˆα1 ]θˆ[σ2eˆα2 ] = Ad exp
(
σ1eˆα1
q
1
2 − q− 12
+
σ2eˆα2
q
1
2 − q− 12
+
1
2
[〈α1, α2〉]q σ1σ2eˆα1+α2
q
1
2 − q− 12
)
.
Composing on the left with θˆ−1[σ2eˆα2 ] gives Ad exp
(
σ1eˆα1
q
1
2−q− 12
+ [〈α1, α2〉]q σ1σ2eˆα1+α2
q
1
2−q− 12
)
. Finally
composing on the right with θˆ−1[σ1eˆα1 ] leaves Ad E([〈α1, α2〉]qσ1σ2eˆw1α1+w2α2).
Let D = {(di, θˆi)} be a scattering diagram which contains only lines. Fix (possibly trivial)
factorizations θˆi =
∏
j θˆij , where each θˆij is a finite product of θˆ
Ω[(−q 12 )nσeˆkα]. A perturbation
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of D is a diagram of the form D˜ = {(di + βij , θˆij)} for some βij ∈ R2. Suppose now that D
contains only lines through the origin. Then the asymptotic diagram D′as of an arbitrary scattering
diagram D′ is defined by replacing d = (α′0 + R>0α0, θˆd) ∈ D′ by d′ = (R>0α0, θˆd) ∈ D′as, and
d = (α′0 +R>0α0, θˆd) ∈ D′ with d′ = (Rα0, θˆd) ∈ D′as. If D is a scattering diagram which contains
only lines through the origin, and D˜ some perturbation, then S(D) is equivalent to S(D˜)as (since
θˆ
pi,S(D˜)as
= Id for a sufficiently large simple loop around the origin).
LetR = C[[t1, . . . , tn]]. Fix positive, primitive αi ∈ Γ (not necessarily distinct) for i = 1, . . . , n.
We will write α for the vector (α1, . . . , αn). A standard scattering diagram is one of the form
D = {(Rαi,
∏
w>1
θˆ[biwtieˆwαi ]), i = 1, . . . , n}
where the coefficients biw ∈ C vanish for all but finitely many w. By the above discussion
computing [θˆ`1 [t1eˆα1 ], θˆ
`2 [t2eˆα2 ]] can be regarded as a special case of the problem of saturating a
standard scattering diagram (after a perturbation). Passing to Rk we get a truncated diagram
Dk, and we can write ∏
w>1
θˆ[biwtieˆwαi ] ≡ Ad exp
 k∑
j=1
∑
w>1
a′ijweˆwαit
j
i

for coefficients a′ijw ∈ C[q±
1
2 , ((qn−1)−1)n>1] which vanish for all but finitely many w. Following
the notation of (3.6) there are standard factorizations over R˜k given by
Ad exp
 k∑
j=1
∑
w>1
a′ijweˆwαit
j
i
 = ∏
J
∏
w
Ad exp
(
(#J)!a′i(#J)w
∑
s∈J
uiseˆwαi
)
=
∏
J
∏
w
θˆ[(#J)!ai(#J)w
∑
s∈J
uiseˆwαi ]. (4.1)
Use these to get a perturbation D˜k = {(Rαi+βiJw, θˆ[(#J)!ai(#J)w
∑
s∈J uiseˆwαi ]}. We construct
an increasing sequence of diagrams D˜ik, starting from D˜
0
k = D˜k, which stabilize to S(D˜k) for
i  1. We assume inductively that every element of Dik is of the form (d, θˆ[cduI(d)eˆαd ]), where
cd ∈ C, I(d) ⊂ {1, . . . , n}×{1, . . . , k} and we set uI(d) =
∏
(i,j)∈Id uij . We define a scattering pair
{d1, d2} ⊂ D˜ik to be a pair of lines or rays such that d1, d2 /∈ D˜i−1k , d1 ∩ d2 is a single point α′0
and I(d1) ∩ I(d2) = ∅. We let D˜i+1k be the union of D˜ik with all the rays of the form
(α′0 + R>0(αd1 + αd2), θˆ([〈αd1 , αd2〉]qcd1cd2uI(d1)uI(d2)eˆαd1+αd2 )), (4.2)
where {d1, d2} are as above, and we assume (without loss of generality) that the slope of d1
is smaller than the slope of d2. For a suitably general initial perturbation D˜k, we can assume
that for all i = 1, . . . , nk and scattering pairs {d1, d2} there is no further d ∈ D˜ik such that
d1 ∩ d2 ∩ d 6= ∅, and I(d1)∩ I(d2)∩ I(d) = ∅. We will always make this genericity assumption on
D˜k in what follows.
Lemma 4.4. The D˜ik stabilize to a scattering diagram D˜
∞
k for i > nk, and D˜
∞
k is equivalent to
S(D˜k).
Proof. If d1, d2 ∈ D˜ik\D˜i−1k for i > nk, then I(d1)∩I(d2) 6= 0, so uI(d1)uI(d2) = 0, and D˜ik = D˜i+1k .
We set D˜∞k = D˜
i
k for i > nk. If D˜
∞
k 6≡ S(D˜k), we could find a simple loop pi around a point
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α′0 ∈ Sing(D˜∞k ) for which θˆpi,D˜∞k 6= Id. By construction this implies that there are two rays
d1, d2 ∈ D˜∞k for which the ray (4.2) does not belong to D˜∞k , a contradiction.
Let (d, θˆd) be an element of some D˜
i
k. We associate to d an immersed graph Υd ⊂ R2, with
both bounded and unbounded edges, which is either trivalent or a single line. Υd is constructed
inductively; if d is a line then Υd = d. Otherwise by construction d arises uniquely from the
scattering of a pair {d1, d2} ⊂ D˜i−1k , with d1 ∩ d2 = α′0. We let
Υd = (Υd1 \ (α′0 + R>0αd1)) ∪ (Υd2 \ (α′0 + R>0αd2)) ∪ (α′0 + R>0(αd1 + αd2)).
The induction makes sense since D˜0k contains only lines. Suppose that Υd is not a line. Then by
construction it contains a finite number of unbounded edges, including the outgoing edge d. The
other (incoming) unbounded edges are all contained in the lines diJw. By standard arguments
we can think of Υd as a rational tropical curve. More precisely there exists a unique equivalence
class of parametrized rational tropical curves h : Υ˜d → R2 where (Υ˜d, wΥ˜d) is a simply connected
trivalent weighted graph (with both bounded and unbounded edges, endowed with its standard
topology), h is a proper map with h(Υ˜d) = Υd, wΥ˜d(E) = w when E is an unbounded edge
mapping to a ray contained in diJw, and the unbounded direction of h(E) is −αi. We will not
be very careful in distinguishing h : Υ˜d → R2 from its image. By construction, we have
Lemma 4.5. There is a bijective correspondence between elements (d, θˆd) ∈ D˜ik and rational
tropical curves Υd whose unbounded edges either coincide with d or are contained in diJw (we
prescribe the multiplicity of such an unbounded edge to be w).
Let V be a vertex of Υ˜d, and choose two incident edges E1, E2. Let v1, v2 denote the primitive
vectors in the direction of h(E1), h(E2). The tropical multiplicity of h at V is defined as µ(h, V ) =
w
Υ˜d
(E1)wΥ˜d(E2)|det(v1, v2)|. This is well defined by the balancing condition
∑
iwΥ˜d(Ei)vi = 0
where Ei are the incident edges at V and the vi primitive vectors in the direction of h(Ei)
(i = 1, . . . , 3). Then one defines the tropical multiplicity of h as µ(h) =
∏
V µ(h, V ), the product
over all trivalent vertices. Abusing notation slightly we will often denote this by µ(Υd).
Definition 4.6. The Block-Go¨ttsche multiplicity at V is µq(h, V ) = [µ(h, V )]q. Similarly one
sets µq(h) =
∏
V µq(h, V ).
Using this notion we can reconstruct θˆd from Υd with its tropical structure.
Lemma 4.7. Fix (d, θˆd) ∈ D˜ik. Let αout =
∑
i,J,w wαi, summing over all i, J, w for which there
exists an unbounded incoming edge of Υd contained in diJw. Then
θˆd = θˆ[µq(Υd)
∏
i,J,w
(#J)!ai(#J)w
∏
s∈J
uis
 eˆαout ].
Proof. Consider the statement: for two rays d1, d2 ∈ D˜jk, j < i, with the slope of d1 smaller than
the slope of d2, incoming at V , and scattering in a ray d
′, one has µ(Υd′ , V ) = 〈αd1 , αd2〉. One
checks this for j = 0, and by induction it holds for all j < i (the point being of course that
〈−,−〉 is the same as det(−,−)). The statement about θˆd and Υd then follows by induction on i
and Lemma 4.3.
Fix a weight vector w = (w1, . . . ,wn), where each wi is a collection of integers wij (for 1 6 i 6 n
and 1 6 j 6 li) such that 1 6 wi1 6 wi2 6 · · · 6 wili . For 1 6 j 6 li choose a general collection
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of parallel lines cij in the direction αi. We attach the weight wij to the line cij , and think of
the lines cij as incoming unbounded edges for connected, rational tropical curves Υ ⊂ R2. We
prescribe that such curves Υ have a single additional outgoing unbounded edge. Let us denote
by S(w, cij) the finite set of such tropical curves Υ (for a general, fixed choice of ends cij).
Definition 4.8. We denote by N̂ tropα (w) = #
µqS(w, cij) the q-deformed tropical count of curves
Υ as above, i.e. the number of elements of S(w, cij) counted with the Block-Go¨ttsche multiplicity
µq.
By the results of [IM13], N̂ tropα (w) is independent of a general choice of cij (see also the Appendix),
so in particular it makes sense to drop cij from the notation.
Corollary 4.9. Let (d, θˆd) ∈ S(D). Then
θˆd = Ad exp
(∑
w
∑
k
N̂ tropα (w)
|Aut(w,k)|
(∏
aikijwij t
kij
i
) eˆ∑
i |wi|αi
q
1
2 − q− 12
)
,
where the first sum is over weight vectors w = (w1, . . . ,wn) for which
∑
i |wi|αi ∈ d, the second
sum is over collections k = (k1, . . . ,kn) of vectors ki with the same length as wi, such that
kij 6 ki(j+1) if wij = wi(j+1), and Aut(w,k) is the product of all stabilizers Aut(wi,ki) in the
symmetric group.
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement modulo (tk+11 , . . . , t
k+1
n ) for all k. By the above dis-
cussion we know that θˆd equals the product of operators θˆd′ for d
′ ∈ D˜∞k parallel to d. By
Lemma 4.5 each d′ corresponds to a unique set {diJw} ⊂ D˜0k. The indices w occurring in
{diJw} for i = 1, . . . , n then define the collection of weight vectors w. The indices {J} on
the other hand define a collection of subsets of {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , k}; their cardinalities deter-
mine the collection of vectors k. By Lemma 4.7 the product of all θˆd′ for fixed {diJw} equals
Ad exp
(
#µqS(w, {diJw})
(∏
kij !aikijwij
∏
J uJ
)
(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−1eˆ∑
i |wi|αi
)
. The key point is that
by the first statement in Theorem 1 of [IM13] #µqS(w, {diJw}) only depends on {diJw} through
w and equals N̂ tropα (w). For the reader’s convenience a sketch of the proof is provided in the
Appendix. From here the argument proceeds as in [GPS10] Theorem 2.8.
5. Some q-deformed Gromov-Witten invariants
We follow the notation of the previous section. Consider the scattering diagram over C[[s, t]] given
by D′ = {(Rα1, θˆ`1 [seˆα1 ]), (Rα2, θˆ`2 [teˆα2 ])} for `i ∈ N. The saturation S(D′) can be recovered
from S(D) for D the diagram over C[[s1, . . . , s`1 , t1, . . . , t`2 ]] given by
D = {(Rα1, θˆ[s1eα1 ]), . . . , (Rα1, θˆ[s`1eα1 ]), (Rα2, θˆ[t1eˆα2 ]), . . . , (Rα2, θˆ[t`2 eˆα2 ])}.
Recall
θˆ[sieˆα1 ] = Ad exp
− k∑
j=1
sji eˆjα1
j((−q 12 )j − (−q 12 )−j)
 ,
so in the notation of equation (4.1) we have
a′ijj =
(−1)j
j((−q 12 )j − (−q 12 )−j))
, aijj = ((−q 12 )− (−q− 12 ))a′ijj =
(−1)j−1
j[j]q
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while all other aijw vanish. It follows that in the notation of Corollary 4.9, the coefficients aikijwij
are nonvanishing precisely when the sequences kij and wij coincide, in which case one has
aiwijwij =
(−1)wij−1
wij [wij ]q
.
The same computation holds for θˆ[tieˆα2 ]. For the diagram D the (`1 + `2)-tuple of weight vectors
w required by Corollary 4.9 can be parametrized in a more convenient way. We first fix a pair
of ordered partitions (P1,P2) of length `1, `2 respectively. The part P1i determines the size of
a weight vector corresponding to (Rα1, θˆ[sieα1 ]), and similarly for P2i. So we can enumerate
instead in terms of just a pair of weight vectors (w1,w2), with wi = (wi1, . . . , wili) such that
1 6 wi1 6 wi2 6 · · · 6 wili , plus a pair of compatible set partitions (I1,•, I2,•) of the index sets
{1, . . . , l1}, {1, . . . , l2}, that is set partitions Ii,• for which
∑
s∈Iij wis = Pij . Let us denote by
#{Ii,•,Pi|wi} the number of set partitions of wi which are compatible with Pi, and introduce
the q-deformed ramification factors
R̂Pi|wi,q =
∏
j
(−1)wij−1
wij [wij ]q
#{Ii,•,Pi|wi}. (5.1)
Then we may apply Corollary 4.9 to see that the operators appearing in the saturation of D are
given by
θˆa1α1+a2α2 = Ad exp
 ∑
|P1|=ka1
∑
|P2|=ka2
∑
w
2∏
i=1
R̂Pi|wi
|Aut(wi)|N̂
trop
(α1,α2)
(w)sP1tP2
eˆk(a1α1+a2α2)
q
1
2 − q− 12
 .
(5.2)
By specialization we finally obtain the analogue of the basic GPS identity (2.4).
Proposition 5.1. The operators in the slope ordered expansion for [θˆ`1 [teˆα1 ], θˆ
`2 [teˆα2 ]] are ob-
tained by setting si = tj = t in (5.2) for i, j = 1, . . . , n.
By comparing (5.2) with the formulae (2.3)-(2.6) it is natural to introduce a class of putative
q-deformed Gromov-Witten invariants.
Definition 5.2. We define a q-deformation of the invariant N [(P1,P2)] by
N̂ [(P1,P2)] =
∑
w
2∏
i=1
R̂Pi|wi
|Aut(wi)|N̂
trop
(α1,α2)
(w).
The existence of a q-deformation of N [(P1,P2)] is natural from the point of view of [GPS10]
section 6, which shows how these invariants may be regarded as Gromov-Witten invariants of a
log Calabi-Yau surface. For the same reason the invariants admit a conjectural BPS structure
described in ibid. sections 6.2 and 6.3. In the special case when (|P1|, |P2|) is primitive one forms
the generating series
N(τ) =
∑
k>1
N [(kP1, kP2)]τ
k,
where kPi is the ordered partition with parts kPij . Then the BPS invariants nk[(P1,P2)] are
defined through the equality
N(τ) =
∑
k>1
nk[(P1,P2)]
∑
d>1
1
d2
(
d(k − 1)− 1
d− 1
)
τdk. (5.3)
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As usual the BPS invariants nk[(P1,P2)] are expected to be integers (a special case of [GPS10]
Conjecture 6.2).
Example. Let (P1,P2) = (1, 1 + 1). Then N [(1, 1 + 1)] = 1, and a lengthy computation using
(2.5) shows that N [(2, 2 + 2)] = −14 , N [(3, 3 + 3)] = 19 . Thus for the first few BPS invariants
we find n1[(1, 1 + 1)] = 1, n2[(1, 1 + 1)] = N [(2, 2 + 2)] +
1
4N [(1, 1 + 1)] = 0, n3[(1, 1 + 1)] =
N [(3, 3 + 3)]− 19N [(1, 1 + 1)] = 0. In this particular example, using the quiver techniques devel-
oped in [RW13], one could show that indeed nk[(1, 1 + 1)] = 0 for k > 1. Here is a sketch of the
proof: using the (very simple) representation theory of complete bipartite quivers with one source
and at most two sinks, one can check that in this case [RW13] Lemma 10.1 applies, and deduce
the equality N [(k, k + k)] = (−1)
k−1
k2
for k > 1. Using the definition of nk[(1, 1 + 1)] and assum-
ing inductively that ni[(1, 1+1)] = δ1i, we find nk[(1, 1+1)] = N [(k, k+k)]+
(−1)k
k2
N [1, 1+1] = 0.
For primitive (|P1|, |P2|), N [(P1,P2)] equals the BPS invariant n1[(P1,P2)]. As a nontrivial
consequence there is a more straightforward candidate for N̂ [(P1,P2)]. Consider the complete
bipartite quiver K(`1, `2) endowed with its natural notion of stability ([RSW12] section 4). The
pair (P1,P2) induces a dimension vector for K(`1, `2), and we denote byM(P1,P2) the resulting
moduli space of stable representations. By a result of Reineke and Weist ([RW13] Corollary 9.1)
we have
N [(P1,P2)] = χ(M(P1,P2)).
Accordingly a natural choice would be to define a q-deformed Gromov-Witten invariant as the
Poincare´ polynomial P (M(P1,P2))(q) =
∑
j bj(M(P1,P2))q
j
2 (recall that in fact the odd Betti
numbers b2j+1 vanish). However it makes more sense to have a notion which is invariant under
the change of variable q 7→ q−1. Thus we set
N̂ ′[(P1,P2)] = P̂ (M(P1,P2))(q) := q− 12 dimM(P1,P2)P (M(P1,P2))(q).
In the notation of [MR14] P̂ (M(P1,P2))(q) = P ([M(P1,P2)]vir)(q), where for X an irreducible
smooth algebraic variety one sets [X]vir = q
− 1
2
dimX [X], a Laurent polynomial with coefficients
in the Grothendieck ring of varieties.
Theorem 5.3. The two choices of quantization coincide: N̂ ′[(P1,P2)] = N̂ [(P1,P2)].
Proof. We will reduce the statement to a representation-theoretic formula due to Manschot,
Pioline and Sen [MPS11]. A refinement of (P1,P2) is a pair of sets of integers (k
1, k2) =
({k1w,i}, {k2w,j}) such that for i = 1, . . . , `1 and j = 1, . . . , `2 we have P1i =
∑
w wk
1
w,i, P2j =∑
w wk
2
w,j . We denote refinements by (k
1, k2) ` (P1,P2), and write mw(ki) =
∑
j k
i
w,j . A fixed
refinement ki induces a weight vector w(ki) = (wi1, . . . , witi) of length ti =
∑
wmw(k
i), by
wij = w for all j =
∑w−1
r=1 mr(k
i) + 1, . . . ,
∑w
r=1mr(k
i). By a combinatorial argument contained
in the proof of [RSW12] Lemma 4.2 we may rearrange Definition 5.2 as
N̂ [(P1,P2)] =
∑
(k1,k2)`(P1,P2)
2∏
i=1
`i∏
j=1
∏
w
(−1)kiw,j(w−1)
kiw,j !w
kiw,j [w]
kiw,j
q
N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w(k
1),w(k2)).
From now we follow closely the treatment in [RSW12] section 4; in particular we will for-
mulate the MPS result using the infinite bipartite quiver N introduced there, with vertices
N0 = {i(w,m) | (w,m) ∈ N2}∪{j(w,m) | (w,m) ∈ N2} and arrows N1 = {α1, . . . , αw·w′ : i(w′,m′) →
j(w,m), ∀w,w′,m,m′ ∈ N}. The quiver N comes with a notion of stability in terms of a slope
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function µ (there is no possible confusion with the tropical multiplicity µ since the latter will not
appear in this proof). Recall that (k1, k2) induces a thin (i.e. type one) dimension vector d(k1, k2)
for N , so we get a moduli space of stable abelian representations Md(k1,k2)(N ). Following the
argument leading to equation (1) of [RSW12], and after rearranging to pass from P to P̂ , the
MPS formula for Poincare´ polynomials in this setup can be expressed as
P̂ (M(P1,P2))(q) =
∑
(k1,k2)`(P1,P2)
2∏
i=1
`i∏
j=1
∏
w
(−1)kiw,j(w−1)
kiw,j !w
kiw,j [w]
kiw,j
q
P̂ (Md(k1,k2)(N ))(q).
Indeed in the general case (for (|P1|, |P2|) not necessarily primitive) one can rewrite the MPS
formula as
[Rsst(P1,P2)(K(`1, `2))]vir
[GL(P1,P2)]vir
=
∑
(k1,k2)`(P1,P2)
2∏
i=1
`i∏
j=1
∏
w
(−1)kiw,j(w−1)
kiw,j !w
kiw,j [w]
kiw,j
q
[Rsstd(k1,k2)(N )]vir
[(C∗)|k1|+|k2|]vir
where we have denoted by Rsst(−) the semistable loci, and by GL(P1,P2) the usual basechange
group corresponding to a dimension vector; this is explained in [MR14] section 8.1. The claim of
the Lemma then follows from the identity
P̂ (Md(k1,k2)(N ))(q) = N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w(k
1),w(k2)). (5.4)
To prove this let Q ⊂ N denote the finite subquiver which is the support of (k1, k2). Consider
the lattice Γ˜ = ZQ0 endowed with the bilinear form 〈−,−〉 which is the antisymmetrization of
the Euler form of Q0. We will write Γ˜+µ for the subsemigroup of dimension vectors of slope µ.
Let R = C[[ti(w′,m′) , tj(w,m) ]]. We work in the group UΓ˜,R and consider the product of operators∏
j(w,m)∈Q0
θˆ[tj(w,m) eˆj(w,m) ]
∏
i(w′,m′)∈Q0
θˆ[ti(w′,m′) eˆi(w′,m′) ]. (5.5)
By [Rei10] Lemma 4.3, (5.5) can be expressed as an ordered product
∏←
µ∈Q Ad P˜µ where P˜µ ∈ gˆq
is an element of the form
∑
d∈Γ˜+µ p˜d(q)t
deˆd for some p˜d(q) ∈ Q(q). The P˜µ are characterized
in terms of the Harder-Narasimhan recursion given in [Rei10] Definition 4.1 and the Remark
following it. By the definition of the P˜µ, using that (|P1|, |P2|) is primitive and d(k1, k2) is thin,
one shows that the first nontrivial term in P˜µ(d(k1,k2)) is p˜d(k1,k2)(q)t
d(k1,k2)eˆd(k1,k2) (as a term
of smaller degree would imply the existence of a subrepresentation of the d(k1, k2)-dimensional
representation having the same slope). By the remark following [Rei10] Proposition 4.5 we have
in fact3
p˜d(k1,k2)(q) = (q
1
2 − q− 12 )−1P̂ (Md(k1,k2)(N ))(q).
On the other hand by an argument contained in the proof of [RSW12] Proposition 4.3 we can
find a change of variables which preserves slopes and reduces the calculation of the P˜µ for (5.5)
to the problem of saturating a scattering diagram for UΓ,R with Γ = Z2 (endowed with its
standard antisymmetric bilinear form). We can then combine the rest of the proof of [RSW12]
Proposition 4.3 with Lemma 4.7 above to compute the first nontrivial term in P˜µ(k1,k2) as (q
1
2 −
q−
1
2 )−1N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w(k
1),w(k2)). Notice that there are no ramification factors precisely because
3To compare with the results of [Rei10] section 4 one must take into account the different convention for the
q-deformed product. Our functions P˜µ, p˜d(q) are precisely those which arise when one replaces the product of
[Rei10] Definition 3.1 with our (3.7) (beware that in ibid. the notation 〈−,−〉 denotes the Euler form, not its
antisymmetrization).
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d(k1, k2) is thin and coprime, and we are computing the first nontrivial term. Matching the two
answers gives (5.4).
Example. Consider the case (P1,P2) = (1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1). We can compute the Poincare´ poly-
nomial e.g. by applying [RW13] Theorem 9.2 (see also (5.6) below), finding P (M(P1,P2))(q) =
1 + 4q + q2. On the other hand the only compatible weight vector w is the trivial refine-
ment (w1,w2) = ((1, 1), (1, 1, 1)), with
∏2
i=1 |Aut(wi)| = 2 · 3! and also (according to (5.1))∏2
i=1 R̂Pi|wi = 12. Thus by Definition 5.2 we have N̂ [(P1,P2)] = N̂
trop
(α1,α2)
(w) with α1 =
(1, 0), α2 = (0, 1). For a suitable configuration of lines dij (1 6 i 6 2, 1 6 j 6 3), the set S(w, dij)
of rational tropical curves with ends weighted by w and lying on dij contains a curve of multiplic-
ity [1]q[2]
2
q = q
−1+2+q, and two distinct curves of multiplicity [1]q = 1 (these curves are depicted
in [RSW12] section 6.3.1). The tropical count therefore equals q−1+4+q = q−1P̂ (M(P1,P2))(q).
Example. As an example which actually involves a nontrivial q-deformed ramification fac-
tor we consider (P1,P2) = (1 + 1, 1 + 2). In this case the relevant weight vectors are w
′ =
((1, 1), (1, 2)), with
∏2
i=1 |Aut(w′i)| = 2,
∏2
i=1 R̂Pi|w′i = − 12[2]q , and w′′ = ((1, 1), (1, 1, 1)), with∏2
i=1 |Aut(w′′i )| = 2 · 3!,
∏2
i=1 R̂Pi|w′′i = 6. Setting α1 = (1, 0), α2 = (0, 1), we already computed
N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w
′′) = q−1 +4+q. For a suitable configuration dij the set S(w′, dij) containts a curve of
multiplicity [4]q, as well as two curves of multiplicity [2]q. According to Definition 5.2 we compute
N̂ [(P1,P2)] = − 12[2]q ([4]q + 2[2]q) + 12(q−1 + 4 + q) = 1. On the quiver side, one can in fact prove
that in this case M(P1,P2) is just a point ([RW13] section 5).
Remark. Theorem 4.1 in [RSW12] shows that the MPS formula (going from nonabelian to
abelian representations) for χ(M(P1,P2)) and primitive (|P1|, |P2|) is dual to a standard de-
generation formula in Gromov-Witten theory (going from incidence conditions to tangency con-
ditions). The proof of Lemma 5.3 gives another interpretation of the MPS formula at the level
of Poincare´ polynomials, as a compatibility condition between two natural q-deformations of the
invariant N̂ [(P1,P2)].
We close this section with some further remarks concerning the q-deformed Gromov-Witten
invariants N̂ [(P1,P2)].
5.1 Explicit formula
For primitive (|P1|, |P2|), an explicit (and complicated) formula for the q-deformed Gromov-
Witten invariant N̂ [(P1,P2)] follows immediately from the result for quiver Poincare´ polynomials
[RW13] Theorem 9.2 (taking into account the dimension formula of ibid. Theorem 5.1): we have
N̂ [(P1,P2)] =(q − 1)q−
1
2
(1−∑i p21i−∑j p22j+∑k,l p1kp2l)∑(−1)s−1q∑r6s arbs−∑k pr1kps1k−∑l pr2kps2k
t∏
r=1
∏
k
pr1k∏
j=1
(1− q−j)
∏
l
pr2l∏
j=1
(1− q−j)−1
 , (5.6)
where the sum runs over all decompositions Pi = P
(1)
i +· · ·P(t)i for i = 1, 2 into ordered partitions
P
(r)
i = p
r
i1 + · · · + prili such that setting (ar, br) = (|Pr1|, |Pr2|) we have (ar, br) 6= (0, 0) for all
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r = 1, . . . , t and
b1 + · · ·+ br
a1 + · · ·+ ar >
b
a
for r < t. Notice that it is not even clear from this formula that N̂ [(P1,P2)] is in fact a symmetric
Laurent polynomial.
5.2 Relation to refined Severi degrees
When the underlying toric surface is P2, some of the q-deformed invariants N̂ [(P1,P2)] have
already been studied from a different point of view in [SG14], where they are called refined
Severi degrees. Suppose that (a, b) = (1, 1) and (Pd1,P
d
2) is the unique pair of partitions of type
one, Pdij = 1, such that (|Pd1|, |Pd2|) = (d, d),
(Pd1,P
d
2) = (
d times︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 + · · ·+ 1,
d times︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 + · · ·+ 1).
Then the non-deformed invariant N [(P1,P2)] is effectively enumerating rational curves in P2
with geometric genus 0 and degree d, passing through d prescribed general points on the line
D1, respectively d prescribed general points on D2, and which are maximally tangent to Dout.
Such a number is usually called a relative Severi degree. We follow closely [SG14] section 5 as a
reference for Severi degrees; in standard Severi degree notation one would write
N [(P1,P2)] = N
d,δd(0, ed) for δd =
(
d− 1
2
)
,
as we now briefly recall. The invariant Nd,δd(0, ed) is an instance of the general relative Severi
degrees Nd,δ(α, β), counting curves in P2 with degree d, geometric genus
g =
(
d− 1
2
)
− δ
and tangency conditions along Dout encoded by the two ordered partitions α, β, which moreover
pass through 2d+g−1+|β| additional prescribed points. For k > 1, there are αk specified tangency
points of order k on Dout, as well as βk unspecified points of order k, with the constraint∑
i
iαi +
∑
j
jβj = d.
The partition ek is a singleton at place k. The invariants N
d,δ(α, β) are uniquely determined by
the fundamental Caporaso-Harris recursion, [SG14] Recursion 70.
Let us now turn to q-deformations. In [SG14] section 5.1, the authors introduce a q-deformation
N
d,δ
(α, β) of the general invariants Nd,δ(α, β) (for arbitrary genera), via a q-deformation of the
Caporaso-Harris recursion, namely [SG14] equation 17:
N
d,δ
(α, β) =
∑
k:βk>0
[k]qN
d,δ
(α+ ek, β − ek) +
∑
α′,β′
∏
i
[i]
β′i−βi
q
(
α
α′
)(
β′
β
)
N
d−1,δ′
(α′, β′). (5.7)
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The second sum runs through all α′, β′, δ′ satisfying
α′i 6 αi, β′j > βj ,∑
i
iα′i +
∑
j
jβ′j = d− 1,
δ′ = δ − d+ 1 +
∑
j
(β′j − βj),
and for partitions α, α′ one sets (
α
α′
)
=
∏
i
(
αi
α′i
)
.
The initial conditions for (5.7) are given by N
d,δ
(α, β) = 0 whenever(
d+ 2
2
)
− d− 1 +
∑
j
βj − δ 6 0,
except for the single case
N
1,0
(e1, 0) = 1.
As discussed at length in [SG14] section 1, the invariants N
d,δ
(α, β) conjecturally give the
most natural q-deformation of the classical (relative) Severi degrees; in particular it is conjectured
([SG14] Conjecture 75) that for fixed δ and d > d2 + 1 the refined Severi degrees N
d,δ
(0, de1) are
expressible in terms of the Hodge theory of the relative Hilbert schemes of points over the linear
system |OP2(d)|, providing a refinement of the analogous fundamental result in [KST11] which
links Nd,δ(0, de1) to the topological Euler characteristic of the same Hilbert schemes.
In [SG14] section 6 the authors sketch the definition of Block-Go¨ttsche tropical invariants
N
d,δ
trop(α, β) which enumerate tropical curves immersed in R2 via the Block-Go¨ttsche multiplicity
of our Definition 4.6, and announce a proof by Block and Go¨ttsche that the invariants N
d,δ
trop(α, β)
satisfy the q-Caporaso-Harris recursion (5.7), with the same initial conditions as the Nd,δ(α, β).
This result, together with a complete treatment of the invariants N
d,δ
trop(α, β), has very recently
appeared in [BG14] (Theorem 1.1). Therefore one has in general
N
d,δ
(α, β) = N
d,δ
trop(α, β).
It follows that
N̂ [(Pd1,P
d
2)] = N̂
trop[(Pd1,P
d
2)] (by our Definition 5.2)
= N
d,δd
trop(0, ed) (by the definition of [SG14] section 6)
= N
d,δd(0, ed) (by [BG14] Theorem 1.1).
Thus our q-deformed invariants for P2 given by N̂ [(Pd1,Pd2)] are refined Severi degrees of P2 in
the sense of [SG14] section 5, and can be computed effectively via the q-Caporaso-Harris recur-
sion (5.7). From this point of view, we may regard the invariants N̂ [(P1,P2)] as a generalisation
of the genus 0 refined Severi degrees, allowing more general incidence conditions and weighted
projective planes.
Example. We compute N̂ [(1+1+1, 1+1+1)] via the q-Caporaso-Harris recursion (5.7). By the
discussion above, this is the “q-number” of nodal cubics in P2 which pass through 6 prescribed
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points and are maximally tangent to a line. We find
N̂ [(1 + 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1)] = N
3,1
(0, e3)
= [3]qN
3,1
(e3, 0)
= [3]q
(
[2]qN
2,0
(0, e2) +N
2,1
(0, 2e1)
)
= [3]q ([2]q[2]q + 2) .
This is a deformation of the classical result N̂(1 + 1 + 1, 1 + 1 + 1) = N
3,1
(0, e3) = 18 (see e.g.
[GPS10] section 6.4). The same result can be obtained tropically. For example, choosing 6 points
in R2 given by
(−k, 0) ,
(
−k, 1
2
)
,
(
−k, 3
2
)
; (0,−k) , (1,−k) , (2,−k)
for sufficiently large k > 0 the invariant N̂ [(1+1+1, 1+1+1)] enumerates precisely one rational
tropical curve of multiplicity [3]q[2]q[2]q, and two curves of multiplicity [3]q, passing through the
prescribed points, and with a single outgoing infinite edge.
5.3 Nonprimitive classes.
Let (|P1|, |P2|) be primitive. For k > 1, the q-deformed invariant N̂ [(kP1, kP2)] is in general a
Laurent polynomial in Q[q±
1
2 ]. It seems natural to ask if the BPS structure described in [GPS10]
sections 6.2 and 6.3 admits a q-deformation. We do not know at present how to deform the
multi-cover formula (5.3), but we can at least give some expectation concerning integrality.
As pointed out in [GPS10] section 6.3, the actual BPS invariants nd[(P1,P2)] (defined through
(5.3)) are integral if and only if the numbers n′d[(P1,P2)], uniquely determined by the simpler
formula
N [(kP1, kP2)] =
∑
d>1,d|k
(−1)d−1
d2
n′d[(P1,P2)] (5.8)
are integral. In view of (5.1), the relation (5.8) has the natural q-deformation
N̂ [(kP1, kP2)] =
∑
d>1,d|k
(−1)d−1
d[d]q
n̂′d[(P1,P2)],
which uniquely determines Laurent polynomials n̂′d[(P1,P2)] ∈ Q[q±
1
2 ]. In analogy to [GPS10]
Conjecture 6.2 one may expect that integrality holds, namely n̂′d[(P1,P2)] ∈ Z[q±
1
2 ].
Example. To q-deform the BPS calculation n2[(1, 1 + 1)] = 0, we first enumerate tropical
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embeddings by hand, computing the Block-Go¨ttsche invariants
N̂ trop((2), (2, 2)) = [4]2q ,
N̂ trop((2), (1, 1, 2)) = [2]2q [4]q,
N̂ trop((2), (1, 1, 1, 1)) = [2]4q ,
N̂ trop((1, 1), (2, 2)) = [2]2q [4]q,
N̂ trop((1, 1), (1, 1, 2)) = 2[2]2q + [2]q[4]q,
N̂ trop((1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1)) = 2[2]q + [2]
3
q .
Summing these up with the correct q-ramification factors according to Definition 5.2 yields
N̂ [(2, 2 + 2)] = − 1
2[2]q
as expected; thus in this case we have
n̂′2[(1, 1 + 1)] = N̂ [(2, 2 + 2)] +
1
2[2]q
N̂ [(1, 1 + 1)] = 0.
The lack of effective ways to compute N̂ [(kP1, kP2)] prevents more interesting checks of inte-
grality for now.
5.4 Relation to motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants.
We make a brief remark motivated by the very interesting work in progress of P. Bousseau and R.
Thomas [Bou14]. As we mentioned in section 2, the invariants N̂ [(P1,P2)] are defined in [GPS10]
section 0.4 by enumerating rational curves on the surface p : S → P(|P1|, |P2|, 1) which is the
blowup of the weighted projective plane at the points where we impose incidence conditions. The
incidence conditions are recorded in the homology class
β = p∗βk −
∑
i,j
pijEij ,
where k is the greatest common divisor of (|P1|, |P2|), βk is the unique class with intersection
numbers βk ·Di = |Pi|, βk ·Dout = k, and the Eij denote the exceptional divisors. In their work
in progress, Bousseau and Thomas relate the relative Gromov-Witten invariant N̂ [(P1,P2)] on
S to certain Joyce-Song invariants virtually enumerating coherent sheaves on the total space of
the canonical bundle pi : KS → S. More precisely, one has
N [(P1,P2)] = ΩKS [(P1,P2)]
where ΩKS [(P1,P2)] denotes the Joyce-Song Q-valued count (see [JS12]) virtually enumerating
rank 0 sheaves on KS with vanishing holomorphic Euler characteristic and support class β.
Therefore it seems natural to expect an equality
N̂ [(P1,P2)] = Ω
ref
KS
[(P1,P2)]
with the corresponding motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariant Ω
ref
KS
[(P1,P2)] in the sense of
[KS08]. As far as we know the construction of motivic Donaldson-Thomas invariants in this
generality is still partly conjectural.
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Appendix A.
We sketch a proof of the invariance of the counts N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w) under a general choice of ends.
We follow the direct approach of [GM07] in the numerical case (although their methods are
more general and work for arbitrary genus). As we mentioned this is a very special case of the
approach in the proof of [M05] Theorem 1. According to the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.8
in [GM07] we only need to check that N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w) remains constant when we cross a codimension
1 locus which corresponds to a rational curve C with a single 4-valent vertex V (Figure 1). It
E1
E2 W
Figure 1. A codimension 1 singularity - first case
is enough to show that N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w) remains constant when we move just one of the ends d with
direction α2. Since our curves are rational, the edges E1, E2,W have pairwise disjoint sets of
ancestors - ends d from which they derive. We can assume that the way we degenerate to Figure
1 is by moving a single end d in the ancestors of W : the other two cases (when we displace
an ancestor of E1, E2) are completely analogous. Let us denote by u1, u2 and u the primitive
integral vectors pointing in the direction of E1, E2 and W respectively, and set v1 = w(E1)u1,
v2 = w(E2)u2 and w = w(W )u. Write d
± for the end d ± εα⊥2 for sufficiently small ε > 0. In
the following we denote by µ the ordinary slope of vectors in R2; this should cause no confusion
with the tropical multiplicity. Assume at first that
µ(v2 + w) < µ(v1).
Then there are precisely two curves with d replaced by d−: nearby Figure 1, they are the curves
in Figures 2, 3.
E1
E2
W
Figure 2. d→ d− (first curve)
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E1
E2
W
Figure 3. d→ d− (second curve)
Also there is precisely one curve with d replaced by d+: nearby Figure 1, it looks as in Figure 4.
E1
E2
W
Figure 4. d→ d+
Let us check that N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w) remains constant through the codimension 1 wall. We set mq =∏
V ′ 6=V µq(V
′), the product over all trivalent vertices of C. The contribution of the d− curves is
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 〈v2,w〉 − q− 12 〈v2,w〉)(q 12 〈v1,v2+w〉 − q− 12 〈v1,v2+w〉)+
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 〈v1,w〉 − q− 12 〈v1,w〉)(q 12 〈v1+w,v2〉 − q− 12 〈v1+w,v2〉),
while the d+ curve contributes
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 〈v1,v2〉 − q− 12 〈v1,v2〉)(q 12 〈v1+v2,w〉 − q− 12 〈v1+v2,w〉).
Expanding this out we find a sum of four terms,
a1 = mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2q 12 (〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉+〈v2,w〉),
a2 = −mq(q 12 − q− 12 )−2q 12 (〈v1,v2〉−〈v1,w〉−〈v2,w〉),
a3 = −mq(q 12 − q− 12 )−2q 12 (−〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉+〈v2,w〉),
a4 = mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2q− 12 (〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉+〈v2,w〉).
On the other expanding the contribution of Figure 2 we find
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(a1 − q 12 (〈v2,w〉−〈v1,v2〉−〈v1,w〉) − q 12 (〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉−〈v2,w〉) + a4),
and similarly for Figure 3
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 (〈v1,w〉+〈v1,v2〉+〈w,v2〉) + a2 + a3 + q− 12 (〈v1,w〉+〈v1,v2〉+〈w,v2〉)).
So we immediately check that the extra terms cancel out and N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w) is preserved. The other
situation that we need to consider is when
µ(v2 + w) > µ(v1).
Suppose that the strict inequality holds. This corresponds to a modified picture for the 4-valent
vertex, as in Figure 5.
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E1
E2
W
Figure 5. A codimension 1 singularity - second case
In this case there is a single curve when we replace d by d−, as in Figure 6.
E1
E2
W
Figure 6. d→ d−
And there are two curves with d replaced by d+, as in Figures 7 and 8.
E1
E2
W
Figure 7. d→ d+ (first curve)
E1
E2
W
Figure 8. d→ d+ (second curve)
The contribution of the d− curve is
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 〈v2,w〉 − q−〈v2,w〉)(q 12 〈v1,v2+w〉 − q− 12 〈v1,v2+w〉),
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which we expand as the sum of four terms
a′1 = mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2q 12 (〈v2,w〉+〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉),
a′2 = −mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2q 12 (〈v2,w〉−〈v1,v2〉−〈v1,w〉),
a′3 = −mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2q 12 (−〈v2,w〉+〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉),
a′4 = mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2q− 12 (〈v2,w〉+〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉).
The contribution of Figure 7 is
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 〈v1,v2〉 − q− 12 〈v1,v2〉)(q 12 〈v1+v2,w〉 − q− 12 〈v1+v2,w〉)
= mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(a′1 − q
1
2
(〈v1,v2〉−〈v1,w〉−〈v2,w〉) − q 12 (−〈v1,v2〉+〈v1,w〉+〈v2,w〉) + a′4),
and that of Figure 8
mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 〈v1,w〉 − q− 12 〈v1,w〉)(q 12 〈v2,v1+w〉 − q− 12 〈v2,v1+w〉)
= mq(q
1
2 − q− 12 )−2(q 12 (〈v1,w〉+〈v2,w〉+〈v2,v1〉) + a′2 + a′3 + q−
1
2
(〈v1,w〉+〈v2,v1〉+〈v2,w〉)).
Again the extra terms cancel out and N̂ trop(α1,α2)(w) is preserved.
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